
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
(noun) is the art and practice of planning and projecting ideas and 
experiences with visual and textual content.
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MEDIA GRAPHICS
- Used to convey news and information
- Targeted to a specific audience
- Published (print, online, etc.)

Advertisements, Infographics, Newsletters, Web sites, Newspapers, Magazines +



FOUR BASIC PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

1. Contrast
2. Repetition
3. Alignment
4. Proximity



CONTRAST
- Occurs when two elements are different
- Grabs your attention
- Creates hierarchy amongst objects
- Directs focus onto a particular element 

A few rules:
- Elements should either be the same or very different
- Too many contrasting elements is confusing
- Make sure your elements and colors match and feel organic



CONTRAST  |  primary forms
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REPETITION REPETITION REPETITION
- Reusing the same or similar elements throughout the design
- Use to create consistency (unity) and visual interest

- Repeat aspects of the design through the entire piece
- Repeat a bold font, a line, a bullet, color or other design element
- Use to tie together elements on a page or to create unity in a multipage 

document or design package



REPETITION |  examples
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ALIGNMENT
- Use to create unity between elements and organize the page

- Nothing should be placed on the page arbitrarily
- Every item should have a visual connection with something else 

on the page. 

A few rules:
- Be conscious of where you place elements. Every element should be aligned with other elements.
- Avoid using more than one text alignment per page 
- Do not use centered or justified text except where appropriate



ALIGNMENT



ALIGNMENT  |  example
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PROX     IMITY 
- Used to group related items

- Move elements together so they are seen as one unit/group
- Use to reduce the number of elements on a page
- Do not group unrelated items - move them apart
- Physical closeness implies a relationship



PROX     IMITY  |  examples
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NAME THE DESIGN PRINCIPLE(S)
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DESIGN PROCESS

Develop a creative process
1. Research
2. Sketch
3. Rough draft
4. High resolution “comps”
5. Published product 



DESIGN PROCESS  | research

- Consider your audience, goal, format, budget, constraints
- Brainstorm ideas 
- Research similar projects for inspiration 



DESIGN PROCESS  | sketch

- Explore ideas in rough form
- Literally, pencil and paper sketches
- Do them small scale and on one sheet for comparison



DESIGN PROCESS  | rough drafts

- Take 2-3 of your sketches and refine those ideas into a draft
- Move to a computer based program such as Photoshop or InDesign
- Generally work in black and white to develop a concept, then add color in
   the final steps



DESIGN PROCESS  | comps

- Piece of art that you supply to an editor or client for approval
- Should be clean and professional -- it should look identical to the 
   final product
- Always be prepared to make changes



DESIGN PROCESS  | publish

- Translate the design into the finished product
- Press, web, etc. 



DESIGN EXAMPLES











HOMEWORK
- Read John Maeda, The Laws of Simplicity


